
NOTES ON KAEHLERIAN METRIC 

By SÇlng-Seup Eum 
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~ 1. Introduction 

ln the complex n-dimensional (real 2η-dimensionaI) analytic space in the sense 

of S. Bochner [1] (용l. the coordinates of a point P may be consìdered as (zα， Za) , 

where Greek indices take the values 1.2. "', η. 

lf we put 

aa= za= C0%j. of za, 

and assume that barred Greck indices take the valucs 1. 2. …• n. where a=n+ α. 

Let us assume that there is given a positive definitc quadratic differential 

form [3] 

(1. 1) ds2= gjkdzj di. (j. k= 1, 2, ---, 2n) 

where the symmetric tensor gjk is self-adjoint [3] and satisfies 

(1. 2) gaβ =gãP=O. 

By virtue of condition (1, 2) the metric form (1. 1) can be written in the form 

(1. 3) ds2 =2g arPzadzβ， 

where 

-
(1. 4) gap=gpa=gaβ =gßa' 

and a metric (1 .3) satisfying (1 .4) is called a Hennitian metric[3]. 

Taking account of 

gaß=gãß=O, ap_ nßa~ naß_ nßã g-" =g"-=g-~=g 

we obtain for the Christoffel symbols J파 the relations 

1 ~a[ r ßr = 2 g 
ògEβ 

ðzr +3환r 
òzβ 

(*) Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper. 
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(1. 5) 

The condition 

(1 , 6) 

짧=울[Jai' 

r값=0. 

r c:,,,, =0 ßÿ 
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ogßf. 

ozr 
ogβ? 
iJzE ’ 

is called Kaehlerian condition , and this is equivalent to 

(1, 7) 

or, further to 

(1. 8) 

ogaß 
ozr 

-3gza -
oza 

g - 82 
aß-' ozaiJZ/3 ’ 

where ø be a real valued function. 

A metric satisfying (1. 4) and (1. 7) will be called a Kaehlerian metric. Thus. 

in a Kaehlerian metric. we have 

(1 , 9) 

(1. 10) 

af. ogEβ 
I ’§r:=ga 7F ’ 

orα
Rßrò=τ냉l ’ 

where R늄1 was defined 

l’값=g!Xt 
ogEß 
ozr ’ 

iJr'" orik - - -
"jkl- oz'’ - 짚윤+r;kr:l-끼l따. 

In the presèlH paper, we study on the Kaehlerian metric. 

At first, in section 2, we introduce orthogonal ennuple which is constructed 

by T. Suguri in the [2] , and we find the equivalent two conditions to the Kaeh

lerian condition for the complex analytic ennuple, and a sufficient condition 

to the Kaehlerian condition for the non-complex analytic ennuple. Next, m 
section 3, we determine the constant holomorphic curvature space in the general 

Fubini space, and in section 4, we have a necessary and sufficient condition 

that the Kaehlerian space is a space of constant holomorphic curvature. 
And in this paper we always assume the self-adjointness on the indices. 
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~ 2. Orthogonal Ennuple 

We can introduce the mutuaIly orthogonaI vectors η'p ， asuch as 

(2. 1) gaB%apq|β=아q' IT/pt I 휴0， 

in the Hermitian space (see[2]). 

From the self-adjointness of T/Pl a , 

(2. 2) Y> ß- 'Y') ß_ ............. .: .... .J: .... ß T/q(=ηq! =c0%j. of ηqlρ， 

then 

(2. 3) flaßT/P1aT/q/=δPq' (Þ. q=l •.... n). 

If we soIve the equations 

(2. 4) flaßT/Pl
a

=ηPIß ’ fl aßT/p/ =T/ Pla' 

then 

(2. 5) gaB=똥 ηp낸PIß ’ 중 ηPlaηqir =δg， 

(P. q=l , …, n) , 

flaß =뚱 ηplauplB. 

Here we envisage the fo lIowing conditions in the Hermitian space. 

(a) η'Pl a • T/Pla(conj.) are complex analytic in za (conj.) 

(A) ηpt. T/pla are paralIel in the constructed metr Ïc. 

(B) Kaehlerian condition. 
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(C) A transitivegroup of transformations whosc infinitesimaI opera
tors are 

is commutative. 

a ðl 
XpI=ηPI 김굵 

( 1 ) At first we assune the condition (α'). 

If the Kaehlerian condition (B) is satisfied then. by the covariant differen

tiation. we get 

(2. 6) 
‘ ;ν ;, a17hlg 

npll;β =fl껴 I ã; β =fl" ’ 김곰， 
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3-- a 
U ’ 'ÞI 

ηÞlr:β=grãηÞ I :β =grã짚ß • 

where semicolons indicate the covarümt derivatives. 

Theq we can easiIy see thc: fQIIowing: 

LEMMA If aη orthogonal eμημ:ple (2. 1) satisfies (B). theconditions (α) aηd' 

(A) are equlvaleηt. 

Under the assumption (a) , the Kaehlerian condition is equivalent to the curl 

property 

(2. 7) 
8ηpia -
azβ -

a77ÞIß 
aza • 

(i) If (A) is satisfied. then we have 

(2. 8) ηP|a;r-ηP|7;a=0， 

and this is equivalent to the curI property (2.7) , thus the condition (B) is 

sa tisfied. theri 

건η a 

ηp!a;7= a품_. +ηÞIβrßr=O. 

From (1 .9) and (2. 5) we get 

8ηP|a a 
짚F--nprFηt I r 

aηt|a a 

aza -v 

Multiplying ηq1r and summing up with respect to r. we find 

η β보파f 
ql azβ 

-η a꽉la 
ÞI azβ 

thus the condition (C) is satisfied. 

=0. 

(i i) lf (B) is satisfied. multiplying (1 .7) by gaδgTP and snIInning up with 

respect to a and r. we find 

(2. 9) 
aiJ _rp agaß _ _ aiJ _TP g“ g" "1 τ r =g __ g’ r 

az’ 

By using of the relation 

agrß 
aza 
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[Jaß[J'la=δg 

to (2.9) and multiplying the result by gßλ and summing up with respect to ß, 

we have the condition 

(2.10) [JTP깅J폰=[JTrt 
azr v 

which is equivalent to (1 .7). 

ðgaP 
ðzT 

By substituting (2.5) into this condition , we have 

/ηrηnlPηhlσ-찢l二)= I: 깨n|rηnl '/"1 ‘ v 

P.Q 、 ,. I ,. I r I dz' / Þ. q \ ’ I ,. I r I dz' 

Multiplying 1/t I P1/s l δ and summing up with respect to (J and σ， we find 

깨't( 
aη‘’ a • 
잖」=η히 l 

thus the condition (C) is satìsfied 

ð1lt I a 

ðzT ’ 

In this case by the lemma we see that the condition (A) also is satisfied 

(i ii) If (C) is satisfied. then. by puting 

야B= 똥 %|a%lg 

instead of (2.5) , K. Yano and S. Bochner have proved that the conditions (A) 

and (B) are satisfied ([3] pp. 134-135). 

Hence we have the following 

THEOREM 1.. 1 f an orthogonal ennμ:ple (2. 1) is complex analytic iη the Hermi
tian space. the conditions (A). (B) and (C) are equivalent. 

If above complex analytic ennuple satisfies one among the conditions (A) , 

(B) and (C). then from the Ricci identity: 

ηp| a;r;δ-np| a;δ;r=ηplgRaar5， 

we get easily 

RaßTÔ=O. 

thus. our space is a flat Kaehlerian space [3]. 
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For the infinitesimal point transformation 

(2.11) 'za=za+ Tip1a(z)δt， 

the Lie derivatives of [Jaß and r움 are given as follows 

J!.[J aß =η'Pla:ß +TiPI :ßa’ 

J!.r없=ηPI 연β:r+KßrδUpls 1 

Then we have the following: 

COROLLARY .If an orthogonal elηzuple (2. 1) is complex analytic and satisfies (B) , 

then the infinitesimal poiηt traηsformatioη (2. 11) is a motion and aχ 싫fi쩌tesimal 

affine collineation iη the K aehlerian space. 

( ll) We assume that the ennuple is not complx analytic, and in this case 

we put (C') , instead of above (C) , and the following .(X). 

(X) 까 IPηslβ=ηslp까 |g， 

(B) Kaehlerian condition, 

(C') 이
 더

 

% 

-
껴
 

ι
 

靈f • 

Here we assume the condition (X) , then multiplying (X) by 驚 and 

summing up with respect to ß and p, we get, by (2.4) 

(2.12) Tis Iβ 
8ηt1a , n 

감효--[J‘「 
aηt I P 

òzß =ηt Iε1 -
아
 

4u 

a 

-π찌
껴ι
 

「
d
v

• 

(
서U
 

aηslß 
짚ß 

, 

and into this result we substitute (2.5) , and multiplying this by Tis ?ηt lZ and 

summing up with respect to s and t, we have 

이
 a
μ
 

끼
U
V
 <‘

a 
「
O

Z 
P
μ
·
 갱

 

r
μ
 

-3 。
“
-
」
‘

「
0

;
α
 

강
l
 

a
μ
 

n”u 

’ 

thus, the Kaehlerian condition is satisfied. (2.10) 

On the other hand, if we differentiate (X) with respect to zr, and multiplying 

this derivative by gap and summing up with respect to p, and contracting by 

α=7. we get 
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(2. 13) "1t 1 a 8za 1 o lS| azα - '151 

ò"1t 1β 
òza 

β 8η51p 
+gaPRt| ]F · 

From this by using the condition (X) , we find 

a 
시
이
 

며
 

a
μ
 -히

 -a 
nv 
-z 

[O
:0 a ”” η

l
 

ò"1t 1β 

òza ’ 

thus the condition (C') is satisfied. 

For the complex analytic ennuple. we can easily see from (2. 13) anå theorem 

1 that if (X) is assumed then (B) and (C') are satisfied. 

Hence we have 

THEOREM 2. If the coηditz'on (X) is satisfied for the above orthogonal enημ:ple 

(complex αzalytic or ηot) ， then the cond#ions (B) and (C') are satisfied. 

~ 3. General Fuhini space 

For arbitrary real b. S. Bochner [1] put 

(3. 1) rp=증log 
.. n 

1+ 슴-2그z ...... z I'Y 

‘ a=l- - 三종IogS. 

then 

(3. 2) 
ò2φ 1 '" 

b_ 
gaB=짚굉-';-ß =강%β-갤Z-Z상β， 

thus a Kaehlerian metric is constructed. 

From this we can caIculate as foIIows 

(3. 3) aÊ ÒUËß _ b I껍r=U 죄장- = - 강S「(2gδg+arδ:9)， 

(3. 4) pa - b(%+1) 
i 

l βr----경훈-‘β， 

(3. 5) Rßÿ =흉써I)Ußÿ’ 
the last result is the theorem 8 in [1]. 

From (3. 3) we gct 

(3. 6) Rct

ßrò = - 융 (δßUrδ +δ강βò)' 
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(3. 7) RaPrö= 종 (fJapfJrö+ fJaöfJrp) • 

By using the expression of [3] we have 

(3. 8) 1 D _ "ß'ÿ D _ b fR=g Rβ'ÿ = 2 n (n + 1) • 

and, by using the above 

(3. 9) R R 
ß'ÿ=끼짜- fJ ß'ÿ ’ 

(3.10) Raßrö = 작7끊1) (fJapfJrö+ fJaöfJrp) , 

‘ thus, the Fubini space is a space of constant holomorphic curvature [1] , [3]. 

Furthermore, from (3.9) ([3] pp.131) 

R;a=O , 

then 

RaPrö; Ã. =O ’ 

thus. the Fubini space is a type of symmetric space. 
More generally we put 

(3. 11) 

and 

(3.12) 

rþ=f(p) , 
n 

p=εZaZa. a=l .-. 

ð2rþ 
fJap= 괴고EE「 =f/(P)δaß +!" (P)zaZß ’ 

then from this we can calculate 

(3. 13) rgr= 휴 [Z짧+Zr댐]+ ψ(P)ZaZβZr ’ 

where dashes mean the derivatives with respect to p and 

(3. 14) ψ(p) = 

then we ha ve also 

1'(낀감çþ뇨2(仁(P))ζ 
I' (p) [f'(p) + p!"(p)] ’ 

Raßrö=-!"[δaßδro+δaδδrβ] 
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-(3. 15) Jf흙간Zδ[챙βr+*rδaβ] 

(f ") 2 
-. ψ(f'+PI μ) +--E- |zg [%δrö+zrδ'aö] 

ZaZßZrZ，δ· 

13ut on the other hand, 

(3. 16) 9ap9rò+9aδ9rP= (f')2[，δaßδra+δaöδrβ] 

+ /'f"[zö(zÖδßr+Zrδaβ) +ZßzþrÖ+ εrδ'aö)] 

+2(f ’")2ZaZßZ~δ • 
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If above general Fubini space whose metric tensor is defined by (3. 12) is a 

'space of constant holomorphic curvature, then relation 

(3.17) RaPrò= -b(9aP9rò+9aò9rP) 

must be satisfied at aII points of the space. 

Furthermore (3.17) must be satisfied for aII indices. 

\Ve consider for the point at least one of whose coordinates, say ZÆ (1르X듣n) ， 

is zero, in this case, by putting α=8=r=δ= A we must hold 

(3.18) f" =b(f')2 

.at such point. 
Therefore, we consider for the point aIl of whose coordinates are not zero. 

At first, by considering the case aII indices are distinct, we must hold 

(3. 19) 

and equation (3.19) does not depend upon the indices, therefore we must hold 

(3, 19) at every such point of the space. 

Next, by considcring the case r is equal to δ only, we must hold the foIIowing 

similarIy from (3.17) and (3.19) 

(3.20) • 

Third , by considering the case α is equal to ß only, we must hold the 

foIIowing similarly from (3. 17) and (3: 19) 
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(3.21) 

Saηg-Seup Eum 

_1'.f'"- (/,,)2 
bff- f 

FinaIly, from (3.17) and above three equations we must hold 

(3.22) b(f')2=/" . 

Thus, we must hold above four equations simultaneously at every such point-

of the space. 

But, (3.19) , (3.20) and (3.21) are satisfied by (3.22). 

Therefore the solution of above simultaneous equations is (3.22). 
Therefore we can easily see from (3.18) and (3.22) that if (3.17) is satisfied,. 

then we must hold the following at every point of the space 

(3.23) j" (p) =b(f'(p))2 ’ 

and this is equivalent to 

(3.24) ψ(p) =0. 

Thus, if above general Fubini space is a space of constant holomorphic cur

vature, then we must hold equation (3.24). 

Conversely, if the condition (3.24) holds for above space, then equations 

(3. 17) also hold from (3.15) and (3.16). 

Hence we get the fo lIowing conclu.sion by solving thc differential equation 

(3.24). 

THEOREM 3. General Fμbz"찌r space μIhose metr t"c is defz"ned by (3. 11) aηd 

(3. 12) Z"S a space of constant holomorphic curvature if and any if the function 
(3‘ 11) is the form 

rþ=웅log(ap+b) +c 

n 
where p= 2:그ZaZa， a(혹0) ， b (~O) and c are integral constants. 

a=l 

S 4. Constant holomorphic curvature space 

S. Bochner introduced the tensor K뼈rð such as 

KαPrδ =RαBra - -짜 2lgapRrð+gaðRrp+grδRaP+ grpRaδ 

+ " / l f/ 1 n、 (gapgrð+ qaδg얘) 
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in the Kaehlerian space ([3] pp.162). 

For the tensor equation K，얘얘 =0 is not the condition that the space is a 

space of constant holomorphic curvature, let us introduce 

(4. 1) Naßrö=Raßrδ-값용2) (UaßRrö + Uö껴얘 +UrδRaß+UrßRaδ) 

- ( / 캔 , ~、 (UαßUrδ + UaöUrß). 

If we assume N aßrδ =0 then by contracting with Uaö, we get 

(4. 2) Raß =옳Uaß’ 
and substituting it in N뼈rδ= 0, we obtain 

(4. 3) Raßrδ = 강않1) (Uaßqrö+Uaöqrß) 

Conversely, for the space of constant holomorphic curvature, we have (4.2) 

and (4. 3) , and hence evidently N뼈얘 =0. 

Hence we have the foIIowing concIusion. 

THEOREM 4. A necessary aηd sμ:llicieηt condition that the K aehlerian space is 

a space 01 constant holomorphic cμ7νatμre， is that the tensor N aßrδ vanishes. 

The theorem 8.24 in [3] as for Betti numbers can be utiIized for the space 

satisfying N얘rδ =0. 
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